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IC63 Component Counter—Revision H 

 
Prevent a stock shortage and line-down situation by 

using the IC63 Component Counter to verify exact 
stock quantities of all your reeled components. 

 
The IC63 Component Counter allows you to accu-

rately count taped components in an effective and 
efficient manner without inducing damage to the 
components or carrier tape. Counting can also be 

performed in both winding directions. 
 

In addition to its primary function as a component 
counter, the IC63 can also be simultaneously used 
to assist with the visual inspection of the compo-

nents in tape and the quality of the tape seal if 
desired while winding the tape from reel to reel. 

 

DIMENSIONS 
 

W-30 x L-79 x H-40 cm  
 

WEIGHT 
 

5.8Kg 
 

POWER 
 

100-240 VAC, 50-60Hz 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
 

For more information on the IC63 Component Counter, or any other equipment from our portfolio, 

please contact our Customer Service Dept. at the e-mail address below. 

  Equipment Datasheet       IC63 Component Counter 

FEATURES 
 

 Bi-directional counting, will subtract count when the direction of the tape is re-
versed. 

 Tape pitch from 2mm upwards, ideal for counting 0201, 0402 etc. 

 Accurate counting of all components in embossed (black or clear) & punched 
(paper and plastic) carrier tape. 

 Reel widths from 8mm up to 72mm. 

 Simple operator interface simplifies pitch setting. 

 Makes an ideal tape inspection platform in addition to its counting function. 

 Standard configuration allows 7”, 13” and 15” diameter reels to be counted.  
Standard 22” reels can be accommodated when optional extension arms are 
fitted. 

 Rigid metal construction with a wide, sturdy base. 

 The IC63 includes a wrist strap connection point allowing ESD protection when 
handling static sensitive components. 

 Reel spindles are mounted on bearings for smooth, durable operation. 

 Accepts tape pockets up to 20mm deep, ideal for large connectors etc. 

 Portable and easy to use 
 
OPTIONAL FUNCTION 
 

Empty Pocket Detection - Includes: Optical Sensor which looks through pocket centre 
hole, On/Off Switch, Audible Buzzer, Red Panel LED Indicator & Reset Switch.* 
 

*This option can only be used with black carrier tape and when the tape has centre holes.  The 
sensor will not operate with clear carrier tape or when centre holes are not present. 

Disclaimer:  The information provided is accurate to the best of the company's knowledge or is obtained by sources believed 

by the company to be accurate and does not imply any legally binding assurance. 
The Company reserves the right to introduce at any time improvement to the above product(s) without prior notice. 


